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over the next decade, cities will continue to grow larger at a  

rapid pace. at the same time, new technologies will unlock massive 

streams of data about cities and their residents. as these forces 

collide, they will turn every city into a unique civic laboratory— 

a place where technology is adapted in novel ways to meet 

local needs. This ten-year forecast map charts the important 

intersections between urbanization and digitalization that will shape 

this global urban experiment, and the key tensions that will arise. 

The challenge: 
harnessing sensory information  
for development and inclusion

Historically, our ability to measure and monitor 
the city has been limited. Census demographics 
are but a coarse snapshot of the recent past. In 
the burgeoning cities of the Global South, huge 
informal settlements and complex migrations 
outstrip limited survey resources. What data is 
collected often ends up within fragmented silos 
of bureaucracy.

The next decade will be a period of rapid 
expansion in the supply of urban data and 
increasing sophistication in its use. The supply 
will expand as inexpensive sensors increase the 
kinds of indicators that can be measured, and 
the level of detail. Smart personal devices and 
embedded sensing in buildings and infrastructure 
will collect observations about human activity and 
urban habitats. Demand will be driven by urban 
management, planning and policy simulations, 
which take advantage of cheap computing power 
but require massive archives of fine-grained data. 
These sensory data streams and city simulations 
will increasingly be connected through open 
sharing standards and technologies.

Until now, the impacts of this shift on the 
poor and marginalized residents of cities have 
not been deeply discussed. The potential is 
clear, as urban data will play a central role 
in future strategies for poverty reduction, 
capacity-building and resilience, and citizen 
engagement. The challenge is identifying the 
intersections of social and technological trends 
that will create opportunities for innovation.

The resPonse:
integrating designed and  
grassroots solutions

It’s still unclear how value will be created from 
new urban data. But battle lines are being drawn 
over the future of the smart city.

Global technology companies are offering 
“smart city in a box” solutions. Governments 
are responding to their pitch: a smarter, cleaner, 
safer city. But there is no guarantee that 
technology solutions developed in one city can 
be transplanted elsewhere. As firms compete to 
corner the government market, cities will benefit 
from innovation. But if one company comes out 
on top, cities could see infrastructure end up in 
the control of a monopoly whose interests are not 
aligned with the city or its residents.

An opposing force of entrepreneurs, hackers, 
and “citizen hacktivists” are pursuing a different 
vision of the future city. Their pitch: urban data 
can support cities that are more democratic, 
more responsive, and more resilient. These 
do-it-yourself (DIY) urbanists take a lightweight 
approach to exploiting urban data. They use 
off-the-shelf components, open-source hardware 
and software, and cooperative strategies.

In the future, successful cities will need to 
integrate both models. Solutions will combine 
the scale of big platforms with citizen-driven 
innovations. To a degree, this integration is well 
under way, but urban leaders need to educate 
themselves and frame an agenda of openness, 
transparency, and inclusiveness. Without this 
catalyst for cooperation, we may repeat the 
devastating urban conflicts of the 20th century 
that pitted central planners like Robert Moses 
against community activists like Jane Jacobs.

The explosive growth of cities is an economic opportunity with the potential 
to lift billions out of poverty. Yet the speed of change and lack of pro-

poor foresight has led to a swarm of urban problems—poor housing 
conditions, inadequate education and health care, and racial and 

ethnic inequalities. The coming decade holds an opportunity 
to harness information to improve government services, 

alleviate poverty and inequality, and empower the poor. 
Some key uncertainties are coming into view:

• What economic opportunities will urban 
information provide to excluded groups?

• What new exclusions might arise 
from new kinds of data about the city  
and its citizens?

• How will communities leverage urban 
information to improve service delivery, 
transparency, and citizen engagement?

As information technology spreads 
beyond the desktop into every corner 
of city dweller’s lives, it will provide a 
new set of tools for poor and excluded 
groups to reengineer their relationship with 
government, the built environment, and 

each other. 

Funded by a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation, the Institute for the Future has 
identified this challenge—harnessing data for development and inclusion—as a critical 
cross-sectoral urban issue for the next decade and beyond. Integrating designed 
solutions from industry and government with the tremendous innovative potential of an 
engaged citizenry will be a powerful tool to address this challenge.

2020 forecasT: the future of cities, information, and inclusion

a planet of civic laboratories

comBinaTorial local innoVaTion 
Realizing the opportunity from urban data will require combinatorial local innovation: continuous, 
rapid, dirt-cheap cycles of prototyping. Already, the world’s urban poor are creating many technology 
usage and service innovations enabled by the basic capabilities of mobile phones. The future won’t 
just be a flow of advanced technologies from North to South, but a complex web of innovation. These 
experiments will create new templates for commons creation, design, and planning, markets and 
governance at the scale of individual citizens, networks, and cities. This map anticipates some of 
these templates, and emerging intersections of urban challenges and digital innovations.



local social, economic, and political forces will shape the urban information explosion in every city 
over the next decade. But five technologies that matter—broadband connectivity, smart personal 
devices, open data infrastructures, public interfaces, and cloud computing—will lay the foundation 
for urban development and inclusion in 2020. The forecasts for these technologies are not point 
predictions: too many variables will shape how they play out in any specific time or place. instead, 
they describe the broad, global advances in technologies that will enable change over the next 
decade. if properly harnessed, these changes have the potential to support the growth of vibrant 
cities and to empower all city residents, including the most marginalized and powerless.

Technologies that matter: 
THE FOUNDATIONS FOR INCLUSION IN 2020.
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If current trends continue,  
mobile broadband will  

become dominant, especially  
in the developing world.
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Highly-capable mobile devices will  
increasingly become affordable to many 

of the world’s urban residents.
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Haitz’s Law describes the steady 
improvement of LEDs, which will enable 

larger, brighter, and less expensive 
public screens.

BroadBand connecTiViTy
from fixed to mobile

Telecommunications networks are the most costly and time-consuming 
foundation to build, but the connectivity they provide is an essential fabric 
for cities to unlock the potential of urban information. 

Globally, video communications will drive an exponential growth in 
bandwidth consumption. A new round of investment in long-haul fiber 
optic networks will bring the needed capacity to cities in the Global North. 
The linking of coastal cities in the Global South into undersea fiber grids 
will reinforce their integration into the global economy. The net result: 
falling costs and increased access to networks will spread to a greater 
share of urban populations worldwide. Still, the poorest countries may 
lag behind, unable to stimulate private investment or sustain grassroots 
connectivity projects that can displace state-run telecom monopolies. 

Investment in mobile wireless networks will heat up as demand grows 
throughout the urban world. Most cities are fully “lit-up” with mobile voice 
today. By 2020, most cities in the Global North and many in the Global 
South will be blanketed by 4G wireless networks offering 100+ Mbps 
mobile broadband. Voice will become just another kind of data carried on 
mobile networks alongside data and video.

smarT Personal deVices
from voice to multimedia 

Today, well over half the world’s population has a voice-capable 
mobile phone—and most of the five billion mobile subscriptions are 
concentrated in cities. If trends continue, by 2020 most of the world’s 
population will have basic mobile voice communications, and more than 
half will have access to a smart phone or inexpensive tablet computer. 
These devices will be capable of voice and text communications, high 
speed Internet, high-resolution interactive video, location sensing, and 
considerable computing power and data storage. New locally-sourced 
designs will drive technology diffusion within the Global South—such 
as the $35 tablet developed this year by Bangalore, India-based AllGo 
—and provide new scalable design solutions for the Global North. 
Manufacturing economies of scale will drive down costs, as hundreds 
of millions of devices are produced annually. Sophisticated personal 
devices will become important sources of sensory data about their 
owners and their urban surroundings.

oPen daTa infrasTrUcTUres 
making transparency effective

As democratic governments continue to strive for greater transparency, 
the movement to expand access to public databases will spread 
and evolve. Today’s crude sharing of database snapshots will still 
be widespread in 2020, but steady improvement in the flexibility and 
sophistication of data-sharing mechanisms such as application program 
interfaces (APIs) will allow third parties to not only read, but add to public 
databases as well. These tools will empower pro-poor innovation by 
broadening access to government data. 

In cities in the Global South, where existing systems may be less 
robust, future data-sharing infrastructure will depend less on central 
sharing points and more on many-to-many networks of exchange 
between diverse sets of public agencies, NGOs and crowdsourced 
data repositories. The need to scale these micro-networks will drive 
innovation in distributed data-sharing standards and support systems.

PUBlic inTerfaces
from terminals to natural interaction

Many new kinds of public interfaces to information will pervade cities by 
2020. The falling cost of digital displays and sensing will allow computing 
to be embedded in buildings, kiosks, and furnishings.

Some interfaces will deliver “supercharged” interactions that combine 
speech and gestural inputs with immersive, high-definition graphics. 
These highly visual, natural and aware interfaces will supplant text and 
typing, which will have profound impacts on the ability for traditionally 
excluded populations – the illiterate, the elderly, the disabled, and those 
of limited education – to access digital information and create media. 
Public interfaces in media-rich urban environments will facilitate a shift 
toward interacting with computers in groups, rather than individually, 
which will also help expand access to computing and information services.

Yet, the future of public interfaces won’t only be supercharged, it will 
sometimes be deliberately lo-fi. Ambient interfaces, which boil down 
complex streams of data to one or two simple indicators, will lurk in the 
background of everyday urban life, quietly signaling in our periphery.

cloUd comPUTing 
from the personal computer to the network computer

The next decade will see a dramatic centralization of the world’s 
computing power, as cloud computing delivers new economies of scale. 
Cheaper devices will seem more powerful, as computing power can 
be moved to the cloud. Development and deployment of software and 
apps, multimedia content, and public data repositories to poor and 
excluded groups will be faster and less expensive. Cloud computing 
will also drive innovation in new services and experiences that leverage 
supercomputing capabilities. Data mining and analysis and intensely 
realistic simulations, for instance, will have widespread applicability in 
health, education, and business.

While in the short-term, cloud computing will be served by large, 
commercial clouds like Google and Amazon, the United Kingdom’s 
national “G-cloud” initiative is a promising model for the megacities 
of the Global South. Government clouds will reduce IT costs for 
governments, and potentially provide a platform for small businesses  
to deploy services and applications.



BaTTle for The smarT ciTy |  market growth vs. inclusive planning
Managing rapid urban growth and global warming will give rise to a multi-trillion dollar global market for 
smart cities and infrastructure. But achieving truly disruptive innovations that create lasting value from 
urban data will require a diversity of inventors. Competing visions of how smart cities should be built 
and run will create tensions between closed and open models, and ultimately between the drive for 
“smart” market growth and the evolution of a smart urban democracy.

Industry leaders will have clear visions for the growth of cities—and will promote those agendas with 
city officials. But the real opportunity for innovation and inclusion in the smart city is inclusive foresight. 
Open innovation networks, simulation, gaming, and visualization are all tools of engagement in 
anticipatory governance and inclusive city planning.

ciTizens: What skills will citizens need to interface with the smart city and what new interfaces 
will engage them in helping shape their own urban futures?

neTworKs: How can cities leverage social networks for sharing urban data and engaging 
diverse publics in urban decision-making? 

ciTies: How can cities develop pro-poor foresight to set the agenda for future information 
infrastructures for everything from services to security to energy?

more daTa, more models |  visible vs. actionable
High-resolution visualization tools and computational simulation will dramatically improve our ability 
to see urban ecosystems at multiple scales. An improved understanding of the mechanics of social 
networks and increased mining of behavior patterns, along with sensor feeds and mobility tracking will in 
theory enable more anticipatory public interventions. However, a considerable gap will develop between 
the ability to collect data and the theoretical models needed to make sense of it. A diverse set of actors—
academics, policy-makers, private organizations, hackers—will derive important insights from parsing 
the data, but models will lag behind. In many situations, data won’t eliminate the value of wisdom and 
intuition, but make it more valuable by creating even greater uncertainty.

ciTizens: In a high-resolution city, how will individuals connect the dots between their own 
behavior patterns (which will be increasingly visible to them) and the potential for increasing the 
livability of their cities?

neTworKs: To share rich data sets, computational modeling and visualizations across global 
cities, is a “global urban observatory” necessary to curate and standardize these models?

ciTies: How will urban planning and design respond to increasingly high-resolution urban data about 
the city? What new layers of inclusion and exclusion will emerge in a high-resolution urban future?

ProliferaTing digiTal diVides |  access vs. agency
For the last 20 years, development strategies focused on increasing access to networks and devices. 
Today, the focus is shifting towards digital illiteracy. But falling costs of connected devices and 
advances in natural language and gestural interfaces will enable rapid progress on these “digital 
divide” challenges. A new set of more complex challenges will replace them. The web will continue 
to fragment into many different, unequal cyberspaces: privately-controlled application marketplaces, 
political jurisdictions that censor and block data services, and geopolitically-sensitive cloud computing 
infrastructures. How will “access” be defined in a complex network landscape? Urban data will present 
its own new set of challenges. Teaching residents and planners how to find, integrate, and use data 
streams will be critical to create value for marginalized communities. 

ciTizens: How can the structure of interfaces, regulation, and even pricing mechanisms for 
accessing data be designed not only for equal access but also for equal agency by individuals?

neTworKs: How can social networks and social media be leveraged to engage broader 
participation in building smart infrastructures that meet the needs of diverse users?  

ciTies: How can public policy enable private sector involvement in public access points and, 
more generally, in increasing digital literacy?

daTa conTrol |  safeguards vs. public good
Passive sensing and surveillance of individual mobile devices—physical locations, financial transactions, 
and social interactions—has tantalizing value to public managers for fine-tuning the design of cities  
and services. However, ensuring the security of personal data that charts the daily routines and habits  
of individuals will be paramount. There won’t be any easy solutions for privacy, because of the great  
variation in expectations across world cultures and the dynamic shift in norms that has been unleashed 
by social technologies. However, it is clear that flexible frameworks will be needed to constantly evolve 
new balances around privacy and transparency of both publicly- and privately-controlled data.

ciTizens: What are the tenets of good digital citizenship and what kinds of safeguards will 
individuals want before participating in the urban digital commons?

neTworKs:  Who will control the data streams in various networks and how will that differ 
among cities?

ciTies: What new urban roles and functions will be required to undertake an innovative and 
proactive—rather than reactive—approach to safeguarding personal data streams?

ParTiciPaTory PUBlic serVices |  cooperation vs. offloading
Active and organized involvement by groups of engaged citizens suggests a more collaborative and 
participatory approach to the delivery of public services. For many, however, this level of engagement 
will be a luxury: the day-to-day realities of work and family life may hinder any notable upswing 
in communal participation. In cities where crowdsourced solutions fill gaps previously served by 
government, the appearance of an inefficient and ineffective public sector will be difficult to avoid. In 
cities where crowdsourcing fills gaps in which the provision of municipal services has always been 
inadequate, they may be viewed as nothing more than a formal offloading of government’s obligations.

ciTizens: How can crowdsourced services be designed to leverage the things that people are 
already doing in their daily lives rather than adding to the burden of urban life? 

neTworKs: How can crowdsourcing via social networks support hyper-localization of public 
services to better meet the needs of diverse population segments? 

ciTies: How can crowdsourced solutions be supported and integrated into formal service 
delivery systems without merely offloading responsibilities?

Pro-Poor ciTies |  economic gap vs. knowledge gap
For the past several decades, poverty has been defined in economic terms, and aid programs have 
sought to bridge the economic gap by modernizing systems and practices among the poor to bring 
them “up to the standards” of the rest of the world. Many of these efforts have failed, often because 
they didn’t take into account existing knowledge in poor communities. Slums in cities as diverse as 
Caracas and Nairobi are complex adaptive systems that have emerged outside of the formal structures 
of the city to support the needs of the poor. Embedded in these systems is a wealth of knowledge that 
could reshape urban policy and produce novel pro-poor solutions. 

ciTizens: How can poor and excluded citizens redefine the categories of data collection to 
track the data that is most important to their communities?

neTworK: How can data infrastructures tap and support the knowledge networks embedded in 
slums and impoverished communities to enhance pro-poor solutions?

ciTies: How can cities balance the promise of economic development and poverty reduction 
through digitalization with the opportunity to use urban information to strengthen the existing 
adaptive capacity of marginalized groups?

Key tensions and implications
The growth of urban data is creating many opportunities for new products, services, 
and systems innovation; it also generates threats, conflicts, and dilemmas. To 
understand how urban data will shape the future of cities, we must consider the 
possibilities and the potential tensions and implications that urban data will generate. 
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While the open-source Ushahidi platform  
has been widely adapted for other uses, its 
original inspiration was to map reports of 
election-related violence in Kenya. 

Architect Teddy Cruz has documented the 
trans-border urbanization of the San Diego-Tijuana 

region as a key parameter in socially inclusive designs.

legacy.ushahid
i.com

democratized  
public safety

From top-down to bottom-up risk mapping

Architecture and design have long served the interests of urban 
elites to program access, control, and use of space by different 
groups. As cities become more complex, sensors will introduce 
new layers of monitoring and control. The ability to gather and 

understand data about policing, public safety, and how planning 
and design lead to exclusion will be democratized. The monopoly 

of law enforcement over public safety data will be broken, allowing 
citizens to have informed dialogues around community policing. 
High-resolution visualizations of crime data will spur a cartogra-
phy of urban risks, improving the ability to anticipate insecurity 

and target public safety resources, as well as the potential 
for redlining of high-risk areas. While the fortification of 
urban space will expand, so too will the public’s ability 

to analyze and visualize the injustices of hardened 
borders, gated communities and other physi-

cal tools of social exclusion. 

Surveillance 
of Police 
Activity

Community 
Policing

Fortification
of Urban 

Space

Online 
Crime Data

anticipatory 
health

From reactive to proactive interventions

Network science and high-resolution computational modeling 
and visualization tools will have far-reaching implications in  
urban health. Friend monitoring within a social network will  
be used as an effective early-detection system for disease,  

allowing for epidemics to be anticipated earlier. Quarantines  
will be reimagined, shifting the focus for interventions from  
constructing and maintaining boundaries after the fact, to 

predicting and anticipating the movement of people, animals, 
goods, and diseases. With an improved understanding of the 

intricacies of networks, we’ll have a better sense of how 
ideas, practices, and behaviors like smoking, weight gain, 

and depression spread, which will lead to the design of 
effective network-based interventions.

Social 
Network 
Analytics

Pandemic 
Threats

Mobility 
Models

Computational modeling makes  
the visualization of how a contagious  
outbreak spreads throughout a  
network over time possible.

Stanford University’s Global Viral  
Forecasting Intiative is an early warning  
system in which mobile phones are the  

sensor networks that will help identify  
outbreaks and prevent pandemics.

gvi.org
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continuous counting
From the periodic census to on-demand surveys

Being counted is the most basic gateway to inclusion. New 
sensory capabilities will utterly transform the way censuses 

are conducted, not only by increasing the accuracy, frequency, 
and comprehensiveness, but also by allowing for innovation in 
survey methods and financing schemes. Censuses have long 

trailed market research in effectiveness, but that gap will close. 
The ability to use mobile devices as survey tools will allow govern-
ments to collect new kinds of information specifically designed to 

feed data-hungry simulations and management systems. This is an 
area with great potential for leapfrogging: as nations in the Global 

North become mired in the political consequences of census 
reform, cities in the Global South may leap at the chance for 

greater understanding of their burgeoning populations.

Ubiquitous 
Mobile 

Devices

Urban-rural 
Migration

The UN-affiliated Global Net-
work for Disaster Reduction is 
using the TxtEagle system to 
deliver survey questions and  

micro-payments to respondents 
in 70 countries via SMS.

Technology Review

Brazil’s 2010 census was 
the world’s first paperless, 
all-digital national population 
count, conducted by 225,000 
PDA-equipped census takers.
Cisco

Multi- 
dimensional 

Poverty 
Measures

zoomable 
panoramas

From low-resolution maps to high-resolution models

Aerial photography was the last great leap in our ability to see 
the city, and that new perspective shaped urban theory and city 

planning for a half century. Over the next decade, the development of 
high-resolution, zoomable digital panoramas will again transform how 
we understand and plan cities. These precise views of urban regions 
will help urban researchers cope with two emerging challenges. First, 

they will capture the scale of megacities, which will surpass the 
scope of traditional visualization techniques. Second, they will allow 

researchers and planners to zoom in and see how individual and 
small-group behavior creates large-scale impacts. Powerful 
analytics will enable researchers to test hypotheses against 

abundant data, and for planners to model rich “what-if”  
futures. As more of the models that drive urban 
panoramas are made open and shared through 

public platforms, they will drive new  
models for participatory planning.

Evidence- 
based  
Policy- 
making

Social  
Physics 

& Behavioral  
Economics

Megacity 
Complexity

Open 3D 
Urban Models
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The Virtual London project democratized 
access to a comprehensive 3D urban 
model via Google Earth, but was 
restricted by licensing agreements for 
government data.

The analysis of mobile phone  
callrecords made by slum dwellers  

in Nairobi, Kenya challenged  
established models of mobility and 

migration to and within Kibera.
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computational 
leadership clouds

From sharing best practices to sharing data and models

The web and cheap air travel have expanded the sharing of 
best practices between cities. It is easy for global urban leaders 

to showcase their innovations, and the sheer scale of urban chal-
lenges will drive expanded knowledge exchanges between cities. 
City governments will need to collaborate on housing, resource 

management, infrastructure, health, and security. This collaboration 
will move beyond sharing of best practices, to include rich datasets, 

computer models and visualizations shared through networks. In 
the future, it will be much more important to authentically dem-
onstrate the dynamics of a policy intervention in detail, than to 

merely claim success without proof. The flow of data and 
models in North-South networks will be bidirectional. But 

the greatest potential to quickly advance the state of 
the art will be within networks of megacities, as 

the sheer scale of their challenges will  
require knowledge sharing and  

collaborative foresight. 

Policy &  
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Simulation

Megacity 
Growth

North-South 
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South Urban  
Partnerships

Cloud 
Computing

The UN’s Global Pulse  
initiative seeks to develop  
an evidence-based early  
warning system to anticipate  
the impacts of compound  
crises on vulnerable populations. 

The Open Platform for Urban Simulation is an  
open-source framework for developing models to 

ease collaboration between urban researchers. 
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on-demand resilience
From planned to emergent crisis capacity

Rapid urban growth in high disaster-risk regions will set the 
stage for more frequent crises, further stressing already weak 

public institutions. Climate change disruptions and the globalization 
of transportation and food networks will amplify the impacts  
of disasters widely. As governments struggle to fund crisis  
management systems, the most resilient cities will seek to  

coordinate ad hoc solutions. There will be an increasing reliance in 
disaster response on off-the-shelf data and tools that can quickly  

be repurposed, especially in the Global South, where risks are 
greater and institutional capacity is lower. Remotely sourcing  
volunteer technical talent will be a key asset to making this  

just-in-time approach workable. Government and relief  
organizations will increasingly focus on building capacity, 

coordinating resources during crises, and identifying 
ways to scale new solutions in future emergencies.

Crisis 
Reporting 

Tools

More 
Disasters

The January 2010 earthquake killed most of Haiti’s mapping 
agency staff. Open Street Maps, run by volunteers around the 
globe, was able to provide vital cartography to relief officials.

openstreetmap.org

Globalization 
of Crises

The Serval Project is developing open-source  
hardware and software for rapid deployment 
of phone networks  
in disaster relief.
villagetelco.org

transparent  
resource webs

From market-driven competition  
to commons-based cooperation 

Local conflicts over access to water, energy, and food are a  
pervasive and chronic challenge in cities. Globally, the carbon 

impact of new urban middle classes will weigh heavily on  
resource consumption and conservation. Many cities will introduce 

demand-based pricing for resources delivered in urban “supply 
chains.” But as sensing renders the multi-directional flow of  
resources and the social and economic relationships around 

them more visible, new commons-based models for  
managing these webs will flourish at the grassroots. New 

decision-making tools that help people balance  
individual, community, and global impacts of con-

sumption may drive more transparent and fair 
distribution of resources.

Persuasive 
Technology

Chronic 
Water, Energy  

& Food 
Shortages

Environmental 
Sensing

Ambient 
Displays

Water for the People’s FLOW 
app employs community 
members to update a map of 
wells and their users, creating 
a dashboard of water supplies 
across a city or nation. 

A concept design for an Australian 
community features an ever-present 

reminder of the flux of water resources 
through the city.
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local social 
commerce

From micro-enterprises to micro-economies

Small-scale urban entrepreneurs will use the social web 
 to communicate and create commercial opportunities in 

emerging urban markets. Mobile payments, services for group 
buying, shared-use business models, cheap point-of-sale  

payment systems, and alternative currencies will offer increased 
access to markets for small-scale entrepreneurs historically 

blocked by high start-up costs and complex regulatory  
processes. The result will be new micro-economies based  

on customized services that cater specifically to local  
community needs. But to create fair and open markets,  

anticipatory frameworks for digital reputation  
accounting will be necessary.

Localization
Collaborative 
Consumption

Mobile 
Payments

Mobile Social 
Software

Foursquare is a mobile social 
app that combines venue 
information, social tips and 
to-dos, and retail promotions. 

Macon Money is a social game built around a  
new local currency in Macon, Georgia that  

combines online and offline social networking  
and community commerce.
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pro-poor interfaces
From access to literacy at  
public computing centers

For much of the last decade, the lack of access was the 
biggest challenge at the interface between poor and vulner-

able populations and information resources on the web. Over 
the next decade, the challenge will shift to improving skills and 

literacy to make effective use of access. Public computing centers 
will recast themselves as blended “interfaces” that combine face-
to-face education and support with technology and infrastructure. 
Public access points will connect local needs to web resources, 
often serving as de facto employment, health, financial, and civic 

centers. Operators of centers also will serve as the trainers, 
repairers, and infrastructure and content managers for their 
communities. They will be the initial points where marginal-

ized groups first take advantage of spoken and gestural 
interfaces, which will revitalize their role as hotspots 

for experimentation with technologies and ser-
vices that address the needs of the poor 

and promote inclusion.

Bandwidth 
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Knowledge

Information 
Literacy

Gestural 
& Spoken 
Interfaces

Brazil’s 600+ Pontos de Cultura (Culture  
Hotspots) are public computing and cultural 
centers running on free software, recycled 
technology, and a cooperative model of local  
activists and government funding. Their stated 
goal is to spread open-source culture and  
literacy throughout Brazilian society.
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The Media Toaster kiosk, developed in South Africa, uses 
“sneaker nets” to spread open source software and content 

by copying selections to a variety of storage media.

actionable 
data streams
From invisible patterns  

to tagging and tracking everything 

People, places, and objects in the city will be instrumented with 
sensors that measure and stream data about real-world activity 

to the web. These streams will take many forms—location reports 
from objects and vehicles, environmental measurements from 

sensors embedded in buildings, and an abundance of video feeds. 
The ability to measure previously invisible patterns in the city will 

allow precise control of urban services such as transportation 
and waste. Laws that regulate urban activity will be embedded 

in software, creating new “black box” control systems. 
But more broadly, access to rich data about urban 
activity will intensify linkages and coordination of 
action at various urban scales—the building, the 

neighborhood, the region, the world.

Sensor  
Networks

Embedded  
Governance

LIVE Singapore! is an open platform  
developed to facilitate the sharing of  
real-time urban data streams.

Trash | Track tags and  
visualizes the infrastructure  

of trash removal.

Data Mining 
& Analytics 

Data-sharing 
Infrastructures
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crowdsourced 
public services

From reporting to action

For most of urban history, the role of government was limited. 
What few public services existed were typically delivered by  
religious or community-based organizations. Over the next  

decade, as cities everywhere struggle to maintain services, we 
will see a renaissance of crowdsourced public services. Going 

beyond mere issue and complaint reporting, these initiatives will 
build data-rich frameworks that connect government with loosely  

coordinated citizen collectives. These efforts will drive  
innovation in how services are delivered and funded in  

caregiving, education, and other non-emergency  
functions, and become an incubator for creating new 
kinds of public services. Lessons from online social 

gaming will provide ways of motivating and  
rewarding volunteers, by turning routine tasks 

into engaging civic participation.

Groundcrew is a social tool  
for coordinating local  
action networks to complete  
real-world “missions.” 

SeeClickFix seeks to create a universal platform 
for citizen reporting and monitoring of issues 

and complaints about neighborhood conditions 
and city services. 

G
round
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seeclickfix.com

Game 
Mechanics

Communal 
Participation

Municipal 
APIs

Budget 
Crises

hyperlocal  
soapboxes

From broadcasts to hypersocial media

As traditional local print media adapt to Internet  
competition, a new wave of hyperlocal and hypersocial news 

media will emerge as the next great platform for fostering civil 
society.  Using information mined from ubiquitous, real-time  
social media streams, hyperlocal news sites will cover local  

issues more rapidly and authentically than traditional news outlets.  
In the Global North, big media has moved to control these  
platforms, but in the Global South micro-patronage could 

provide an alternative funding model. As hyperlocal content 
diversifies beyond news content, these media will become 
an aggregation point for community around local services 

and local transactions. This will herald a shift away 
from a publishing model toward more intimate 

interactions with their communities.

The Newspaper Extinction Timeline 
maps the impact of demographic  
and technology trends.

Brazil’s Overmundo helps create national  
visibility for cultural events and scenes  

all over the country.
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quantified 
communities
From personal sensing to  

data-based identity and networks

The spread of mobile devices will expand personal sensing, 
as devices allow individuals to measure and record data about 

their activities, movements, surroundings, financial transactions, 
and health. These digital footprints, when combined with inter-
est profiles and even personal genetic data, will become a raw 
material for shaping identities and forming new social relation-
ships. Safeguarding these new identities will be a major pain 
point, but when purposefully shared and bundled this “data 
exhaust” will become a resource for marginalized groups 

to create social capital.

Personal 
Sensing

Deep 
Diversity

Social Sharing Data 
Visualization

Green Watch / Citypulse uses 1,000 wrist-
watches worn in Paris to produce an air quality 
dataset that rivals the official network of only 
10 sensing stations.

Daytum is a web-based  
platform for social sharing  

of personal sensor data and  
self-measurements.
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people
Residents, either temporary or lifelong

networks
The web of interconnected social relationships

  environments  
The built and natural surroundings
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commons
self-organized and 

participatory efforts

markets
Demand and supply-

driven offerings and 

experiences

design & 
planning
Open and enabling 

platforms for 

collaboration and 

decision making

governance
Public oversight and 

intervention
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2020 
Forecast 
Legend
This map highlights 

the advances and 

innovations that will 

harness urban data 

to reduce poverty and 

promote inclusion. 

These advances are 

placed on a matrix 

organized around three 

scales of response and 

four drivers. 

SCALES OF 
INTERVENTION

Technology and governance 
will enable responses 
at multiple scales. This 
map lays out forecasts 
systematically along three 
scales of intervention, from 
people to networks and 
environments. 

CATEGORIES OF 
RESOURCES

This map lays out four 
approaches that we 
can use to increase our 
capacities in responding to 
this challenge: commons, 
markets, design & planning, 
and governance. These 
are the key mechanisms by 
which urban data will be used 
to shape the future of cities.

13 FORECASTS

Thirteen forecasts  
anticipate emerging 
intersections of urban 
challenges and digital 
innovations. Each forecast 
represents a directional 
shift in the approach to 
developing solutions, and 
is a template for future 
designs.

TRENDS AND 
TECHNOLOGy 
ADVANCEMENTS 

Trends and technology 
advancements point out 
social and economic shifts, 
new technologies, and 
sources of urban data that, 
in combination, point us 
towards areas of innovation.

SIGNALS 

Signals support each 
forecast with concrete 
examples from the world 
today that embody the 
trends and technology 
advancements and show 
the direction of the forecast 
as a whole.  

KEy TENSIONS

ions remind us to consider 
not only the forecasts, 
but also the potential 
conflicts that may 
emerge at this dynamic 
intersection. Remembering 
such dilemmas increases 
our capacity to respond 
to the challenges and 
opportunities of the next 
decade.

governance

actionable 
data streams
From invisible patterns  

to tagging and tracking everything 

People, places, and objects in the city will be instrumented 
with sensors that measure and stream data about real-world 

activity to the web. These streams will take many forms—
location reports from objects and vehicles, environmental 

measurements embedded in buildings, and an abundance of 
video feeds. The ability to measure previously invisible patterns 

in the city will allow precise control of urban services such 
as transportation and waste. Laws that regulate urban 

activity will be embedded in software, creating new “black 
box” control systems. But more broadly, access to rich 

data about urban activity will intensify linkages 
and coordination of action at various urban 

scales—the building, the neighborhood, 
the region, the world.
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How to use this map: 
inform, exPlore, insPire

The Institute for the Future created this 2020 Forecast: A Planet of Civic Laboratories 
Map to highlight future innovations that will harness urban data to reduce poverty and 
promote inclusion. These forecasts will inform and inspire your thinking about how 
technological and social trends may converge to create new opportunities; they will 
also highlight the tensions that may arise.

THINK about new interventions across scales and about the resources that will be needed to 
address poverty and exclusion.

FOCUS ON the big forecast stories at the intersections of social and technological trends. 

DRILL DOWN into details and look ahead for similar developments in your area of expertise.

CONSIDER the potential tensions, or conflicting implications, that may arise from the forecasts.

About the …
Institute for the Future

The Institute for the Future is an independent, nonprofit strategic research group with 
more than 40 years of forecasting experience. The core of our work is identifying 
emerging trends and discontinuities that will transform global society and the global 
marketplace. We provide our members with insights into business strategy, design 
process, innovation, and social dilemmas. Our research spans a broad territory of 
deeply transformative trends from technology to health, the workplace, and human 
identity. The Institute for the Future is located in Palo Alto, California.

Rockefeller Foundation

The Rockefeller Foundation fosters innovative solutions to many of the world’s most 
pressing challenges, affirming its mission, since 1913, to “promote the well-being” 
of humanity. Today, the Foundation works to ensure that more people can tap into 
the benefits of globalization while strengthening resilience to its risks. Foundation 
initiatives include efforts to mobilize an agricultural revolution in Sub-Saharan Africa, 
bolster economic security for American workers, inform equitable, sustainable 
transportation policies in the United States, ensure access to affordable and high-
quality health systems in the Global South, accelerate the impact investing industry’s 
evolution, and develop strategies and services that help vulnerable communities cope 
with the impacts of climate change. For more information, please visit  
www.rockefellerfoundation.org
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